
Season’s Greetings
designed by Lisa Swenson Ruble

featuring Four Seasons by Maja Lindberg
size: four 27” x 32” quilts
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FREE
PROJECT

please note: before making your project, check for any pattern updates at windhamfabrics.com’s free projects section. 

e: info@windhamfabrics.com 
p: 201-659-0444 • f: 201-659-9719

BEGINNER
SKILL

this is a digital representation of the quilt top, fabric may vary.
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KEY FABRIC SKU YD CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS

A 53384DP-1 Multi 1 
Panel Fussy cut (4) 15-1/2” x 20-1/2” rectangles.

B 53385-2 Sky 1/2
(3) 4-1/2” x WOF strips, subcut (2) 4-1/2” x  
     24-1/2” strips, (2) 4-1/2” x 19-1/2” strips, and  
    (6) 3” squares.

C 53386-4 Summer 
Garden 1/4

(2) Oak Leaves from template. 
(8) Flower Leaves from template.

D 53386-5 Autumn 1/2
(3) 4-1/2” x WOF strips, subcut (2) 4-1/2” x  
    24-1/2” strips, (2) 4-1/2” x 19-1/2” strips, and  
    (6) 3” squares.

E 53387-6 Day 1/2 (1) 3” x WOF strips, subcut (10) 3” squares.
(4) 2-1/2” x WOF strips for winter quilt binding.

F 53387-7 Night 1/2
(3) 4-1/2” x WOF strips, subcut (2) 4-1/2” x  
    24-1/2” strips, (2) 4-1/2” x 19-1/2” strips, and  
    (6) 3” squares.

G 53389-2 Sky 1/2

(3) 4-1/2” x WOF strips, subcut (2) 4-1/2” x  
    24-1/2” strips, (2) 4-1/2” x 19-1/2” strips, and  
    (6) 3” squares. 
(4) Flower Centers from template

H 53389-3 Grass 1/2 (1) 3” x WOF strips, subcut (10) 3” squares.
(4) 2-1/2” x WOF strips for summer quilt binding.

I 53389-8 Bloom 1/2 (1) 3” x WOF strips, subcut (10) 3” squares.
(4) 2-1/2” x WOF strips for spring quilt binding.

J 53389-9 Mist 1

(2) 3” x WOF strips, subcut (16) 3” squares. 
(8) 2-1/2” x WOF strip, subcut (8) 2-1/2” x 
    20-1/2” strips and (8) 2-1/2” x 15-1/2” strips.
(8) Snowflakes from template.

Project Disclaimer: Every effort has been made to ensure that all projects are error free. All the information is presented in good faith, 
however, no warranty can be given nor results guaranteed. Therefore, we assume no responsibility nor damages that may occur when  
referring to this pattern. When errors are brought to our attention, we make every effort to correct and post a revision as soon as  
possible. We suggest you check windhamfabrics.com for pattern updates and to test the pattern prior to making the project.  
Test templates first, before cutting all the pieces. Free projects are not for resale.

wof=width of fabric

Note: Trace the listed number of template shapes onto the paper side of fusible web. Fuse to the 
indicated fabrics and cut out on the drawn lines.
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KEY FABRIC SKU YD CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS

K 53389-11  
Sunshine 1/2 (1) 3” x WOF strips, subcut (10) 3” squares.

(4) 2-1/2” x WOF strips for fall quilt binding.

L 52093-16  
Turmeric 1/4 (2) Oak Leaves and (2) Butterflies from template.

M 52093-20 Bark 1/4 (2) Oak Leaves from template.

N 52093-21 Maple 1/4 (3) Butterflies from template.

O 52093-27 Petal 1/4 (4) Flowers from template.

Backing 4 (4) 43” x 38” rectangles.

MAKING THE BLOCKS
1. Draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of (1) I 3” square. Place the marked square right sides 
together with (1) B 3” square. Sew 1/4” on both sides of the drawn line, cut on the line, and press 
units open. Trim B-I HST units to measure 2-1/2” square. Make (12) B-I units. In the same way, make 
(4) I-J units.

2. Repeat step 1 to make the following units indicated for each quilt.
    Summer quilt: (12) G-H units; (4) H-J units
    Fall quilt: (12) D-K units; (4) J-K units 
    Winter quilt: (12) E-F units; (4) E-J units

B-I unit

G-H unit D-K unit E-F unit

Make 12

Make 12 Make 12 Make 12

Make 8

Make 8 Make 8 Make 8

I-J unit

H-J unit J-K unit E-J unit

Additional Supplies: Fusible web for applique
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3. Lay out (3) B-I units and (1) I-J unit to make a four-patch block as shown. Sew the units into rows 
and join the rows. Make a total of (4) spring four-patch blocks measuring 4-1/2” square.

4. In the same way, make (4) each four-patch blocks for summer, fall and winter.

QUILT ASSEMBLY
NOTE: Refer to the Layout Diagrams on p. 4.
5. INNER BORDER: Sew J 2-1/2” x 20-1/2” strips to opposite sides of the A 15-1/2” x 20-1/2” 
spring rectangle. Sew I-J units to opposite ends of the J 2-1/2” x 15-1/2” strips. Sew to the top and 
bottom of the spring rectangle.

6. OUTER BORDER: Sew B 4-1/2” x 24-1/2” strips to opposite sides of the quilt center. Sew spring 
four-patch blocks to both ends of the B 4-1/2” x 19-1/2” strip. Sew to the top and bottom of the 
quilt center. 

7. Repeat steps 6 and 7 for the summer, fall and winter quilts, using the strips and units indicated.
    Summer quilt: H-J units for inner border corners; G strips and summer four-patch blocks for  
    outer border
    Fall quilt: J-K units for inner border corners; D strips and fall four-patch blocks for outer border
    Winter quilt: E-J units for inner border corners; F strips and winter four-patch blocks for outer   
    border

APPLIQUE
8. Referring to the quilt images on the cover, fuse the appropriate appliques to each seasonal quilt. 
Use matching thread and a decorative stitch to secure the appliques in place.

Spring Four-
Patch Units

Make 4

Summer Fall Winter
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FINISHING: Layer quilt top, batting and backing together to form quilt sandwich for each quilt. 
Baste and quilt as desired. Bind using the indicated 2-1/4” strips for each quilt. 

Quilt Layouts

Hello Fall Hello Winter

Hello Spring Hello Summer
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1” square

Spring and Summer Templates
Templates shown at full size.  
Print at 100%.

Flower

Butterfly

Flower
Leaf

Flower
Center
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1” square

Fall and Winter Templates
Templates shown at full size.  
Print at 100%.

Oak Leaf

Snowflake


